Abstract-Sphere structured support vector machine is a multi-classification algorithm. The algorithm separately constructs sphere for each class sample data, so the complex degree of the quadratic programming is reduced and it is easier to extend new samples. But, kernel parameter selection of sphere structured support vector machine needs to predetermine the parameter search interval. For eliminating human experience factors, a kernel parameter optimization method based on sphere center distance is proposed. Experimental results show that the proposed method can greatly shorten the training time in the case of the average classification accuracy of the classifier is not reduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
Support vector machine (SVM) is a new machine learning method based on statistical learning theory. The method shows unique advantages in solving small-sample problem [1] [2] . Currently, many methods based on SVM have been presented, such as new fuzzy SVM [3] . Based on the proposed new fuzzy membership function, the method solves the sensitivity of the noise and outlier problems. Ref. [4] proposed a new example dependent costs SVM method, by using the method, more sensitive hyperplane can be obtained. Tax et al. [5] proposed the support vector domain description (SVDD) classification method for single-class data. For multi-classification problem, Ref. [6] proposed a sphere structured support vector machine multi-classification method. The method uses the hyper-sphere to define the same class data and the data space is composed of some hyper-spheres. This multi-classification method separately constructs hypersphere for each class sample data, so the complex degree of the quadratic programming is reduced, and when adding new class sample data, only need to construct the corresponding hyper-sphere, so it easier to extend new samples. SVM has been widely used in bearing fault diagnosis [7] , clinical medicine [8] , image classification [9] , and other research fields.
The parameters selection of SVM has developed some technologies: grid algorithm, cross validation method, trial and error procedures, evolutionary algorithm and gradient descent methods, and generalization error estimation [10] [11] . But, all of these parameter selection methods need to predetermine the parameter search interval. The range size needs to be determined by human experience. Many numerical experiments and the experience show that when selecting Gaussian kernel function, the width parameter is the key factor for SVM model selection. The sphere structured support vector machine also has the same problem.
Aiming to the characteristics of the sphere structured support vector machine, the formula of the sphere center distance was derived. The method regards the sphere center distance as the separation index to determine the optimal selection range of kernel parameter of sphere structured multi-class support vector machine. The larger sphere center distance represents larger separation degree between two classes, then, the optimal kernel parameter range can be determined by the largest sphere center distance to reduce the training time. The propose method was tested on UCI datasets, the results shows that in the case of the same classification accuracy, optimized kernel parameter algorithm can reduce the training time of the sphere structured support vector machine. In the case of the same learning training consumption, if selecting more subtle kernel parameter, the classification accuracy could be improved possibly.
II. THE SPHERE STRUCTURED MULTI-CLASS SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
The principle of the sphere structured support vector machine is explained in detail in Ref. [6] . Mathematically, the m-class problem (m > 2) can be described as follows: 
where ε i k is the introduced slack variable, and C k is a certain constant that controls the punishment level for the misclassified samples, and achieves the trade-off between the size of the hyper-sphere and the misclassified samples.
Using the Lagrange multiplier method, above optimization problem can be transformed into the dual problem: 
The kernel function method similar to the ordinary SVM is applied in the sphere structured support vector machine. Using nonlinear mapping, the sample space is transformed into a higher dimensional space, so original boundary blur two type samples become can be separated. Equation (4) is obtained using the kernel function instead of the Euclidean dot product in (2) .
k ) is the square of the distance and is transformed into
where K(·, ·) is the kernel function. Commonly used kernel functions are polynomial kernel function, radial basis kernel function and sigmoid function. Based on (5), the classification rules of Ref. [6] are summarized as follows:
can be obtained by (5),
, z′ is the support vector of the hyper-sphere surface.
III. THE KERNEL PARAMETER SELECTION OF THE SPHERE STRUCTURED CLASSIFIER AND THE ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
Use the maximum sphere center distance method to optimize the kernel parameter of sphere structured multiclass SVM, that is, determine the optimal range of the kernel parameter. The sphere center distance is derived as follows:
Let it be supposed that the sphere center of the k 1 th class is a k1 , the sphere center of the k 2 th class is a k2 , d 2 is the square of two sphere center distance and is defined as
is the sphere center of the k th class
hyper-sphere and is putted into (7), so ) (
For nonlinear condition, the corresponding kernel function K(·, ·) is putted into (8) , and the sphere center distance formula of two hyper-spheres is transformed into 
where i =1,2, …, l k ; j=1, …, l k .
The kernel function is used for mapping the sample space into a higher dimensional space, then, we can obtain good kernel parameter which makes better separation effect between two type hyper-spheres. The relation between the sphere center distance value of the hyper-spheres and the kernel parameter is same to (9) . So, the sphere center distance value of the hyper-spheres can represent the separation degree between two classes, and can be regarded as a class separability measurement in feature space. Based on the derived formula of sphere center distance, the optimal kernel parameter selection range can be determined by the maximum method of multi-class sphere center distance.
For multi-classification problem, the flow chart of the optimal kernel parameter selection range is shown as Fig. 1 . 
IV. THE EXPERIMENTS AND THE RESULTS ANALYSIS
All data were provided by UCI [12] 
, where s was the kernel parameter. If s went to zero, then all sample points were support vector; if s went to infinity, then the discriminant function of radial basis kernel function SVM was a constant, that is, all sample points were classified as a class.
If the optimal value of s was sought by searching way, then the artificial selection range of s was very wide. Here s was restricted from 0.1 to 100 by the artificial experience, and the search step length was 1. The relations between classification parameters C, s and the classification precision were shown in Fig. 2(a), Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4(a) for datasets Iris, New-thyroid, Glass. Through these figures, we could obtain the values of the parameters C and s under the highest average classification rate. The specific optimal s parameter value and the average classification accuracy were shown in Table 1 . In order to validate the proposed kernel parameter s optimization method using hyper-sphere sphere center distance, the corresponding kernel parameter s min and s max for the minimum distance D min and the distance interval D max were obtained by calculating hyper-sphere sphere center distances of each class sample of each dataset, so the optimal selection range of kernel parameter s was s min~smax . The corresponding classification accuracy of every parameter value was shown in Fig. 2(b), Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4(b) . The specific values of s selection range, the step length and the average classification accuracy were shown in Table 1 . In Table 1 , for different datasets (different total numbers of data, different numbers of class, different dimensions), the proposed hyper-sphere sphere center distance was regarded as the separation index, the obtained corresponding kernel parameters s min and s max of the minimum distances D min and the maximum distances D max were different, but the range of s became quite narrower than [0.1-100] which selected by the artificial experience. So, under the condition of the same search step length, the training time of the classifier was reduced greatly, and the degree of time reduction depended on the reduction degree of optimized selection range. From another aspect to analyze, if the step lengths of two search ways was different, search times was almost the same, that is the same training time (such as Iris dataset, two search step lengths were 1 and 0.052 respectively), then the average classification accuracy under optimized s range was at least equal to the condition under experiential selection s range, sometimes was higher a little, sometimes was higher greatly, and all of these were shown in Table 1 .
V. CONCLUSION
The advantages and deficiencies are analyzed in the paper for sphere structured SVM. Aiming to the experience factors existing in kernel function parameter selection, an optimized kernel parameter selection method for sphere structured SVM is proposed. Obtain the maximum distances between every two hyper-sphere sphere centers of each class sample, and the optimal selection range of kernel parameter can be determined. Several datasets of UCI were test and the experimental results show that, by using the proposed kernel parameter optimization method, the narrow and effective search interval of the kernel parameter can be determined, and the experience factors are reduced. Therefore, under the condition of the same step length, the average accuracy is not reduced and the training time is reduced greatly.
